How likely is it that a population escapes extinction through adaptive evolution? The 2 answer to this question is of great relevance in conservation biology, where we aim at 3 species' rescue and the maintenance of biodiversity, and in agriculture and epidemiology, 4 where we seek to hamper the emergence of pesticide or drug resistance. By reshuffling 5 the genome, recombination has two antagonistic effects on the probability of evolutionary 6 rescue: it generates and it breaks up favorable gene combinations. Which of the two effects 7 prevails, depends on the fitness effects of mutations and on the impact of stochasticity on 8 the allele frequencies.
Introduction
type AB. Each generation, each individual produces a large number X of gametes. Mutations 95 happen with probability u at each locus and in both directions. Gametes form diploid zygotes, 96 which produce haploid offspring. The recombination probability between the two loci is r. 97 Thereafter, selection takes place. By n ab , n Ab , n aB , and n AB , we denote the number of the 98 respective genotypes in the population; hence N = n ab + n Ab + n aB + n AB . We obtain for the 99 number of haploids after reproduction but before selection: 100 ν ab X := n ab − rDN X, ν Ab X := n Ab + rDN X, ν aB X := n aB + rDN X, ν AB X := n AB − rDN X
(1) with the proportion of each genotype after mutation but before recombination 101n ab := (1 − u) 2 n ab + (1 − u)un Ab + (1 − u)un aB + u 2 n AB , n Ab := u(1 − u)n ab + (1 − u) 2 n Ab + u 2 n aB + (1 − u)un AB , n aB := u(1 − u)n ab + (1 − u) 2 n aB + u 2 n Ab + (1 − u)un AB , n AB := u 2 n ab + (1 − u)un Ab + (1 − u)un aB + (1 − u) 2 n AB (2) and the linkage disequilibrium (after mutation) 102D = 1 N 2 (n abnAB −n AbnaB ) .
Before the environmental change, the population is well-adapted to its environment and the generation are determined by multinomial sampling of N 0 individuals, where the probability to 105 sample an individual of type i (i ∈ {ab, Ab, aB, AB}) is given by
The selection coefficients σ i quantify selection before the environmental change. We set σ ab = 0 environmental change is measured as the deviation of fitnesses from multiplicativity, i.e., 115 E 1 := (1 + σ ab )(1 + σ AB ) − (1 + σ Ab )(1 + σ aB ) = σ AB − (σ Ab + σ aB + σ Ab σ aB ),
respectively (see Kouyos et al. (2007) for the definition of epistasis in discrete vs continuous 116 time models). If the total number of individuals after selection is larger than N 0 , it is reduced 117 to N 0 . Density regulation hence occurs via a hard carrying capacity, and there is no density 118 dependence for N ≤ N 0 .
119
The simulations follow this scheme. We start with a population that is entirely composed of 120 wildtype individuals and let it evolve for 10 4 generations such that mutation-selection balance is 121 reached before the environment changes (increasing the number of generations did not influence 122 the results). We follow the population dynamics after the environmental change either until 123 the population has gone extinct or until the number of AB mutants has grown to 90% carrying 124 capacity and the population can be considered as rescued (in a few cases, we modify the criterion 125 for "rescue" to reduce the simulation time; this is then explicitely stated). The simulation code 126 is written in the C programming language, making use of the Gnu Scientific Library (Galassi 127 et al., 2009) .
128

Analysis and Results
Our analytical approach to estimate the rescue probability combines deterministic and stochas-a probability that depends on the (time-dependent) genotype composition in the population.
149
Which route of rescue is most relevant depends on the model parameters for mutation, selection, 150 recombination, and drift. In this section, we progressively describe all routes to rescue. We start 151 with a scenario where single mutants are lethal in the new environment. In that case, rescue 152 entirely relies on double mutants from the standing genetic variation (we assume throughout 153 the analysis that the mutation probability is so small that a direct transition from the wildtype 154 to the double mutant can be neglected). Next, we assume that one of the single mutants is 155 sufficiently viable in the new environment that it can still generate the rescue type by mutation 156 after the environmental change. In both of these scenarios, recombination can be beneficial scheme 1 scheme 2 scheme 3 scheme 4 scenario 1 scenario 2 ab Before the change in the environment, single mutants segregate in the population at mutation-173 selection balance, which we approximate deterministically as constant in time,n Ab ≈ uN 0 −σ Ab , 174n aB ≈ uN 0 −σ aB (ignoring the influence of recombination on the frequency of single mutants).
175
Double mutants are generated from single mutants by either recombination or mutation, at a 176 total rate of of ∼ u(n Ab +n aB ) + rn AbnaB N 0 . In the presence of wildtype individuals, the double 177 mutant suffers from recombination with the wildtype and gets broken up at rate ∼ n ab N r ≈ r, 178 leading to an "effective fitness" of ≈ 1 + σ AB − r < 1. Using this, we can describe the number 179 of AB mutants in the standing genetic variation, n AB by a subcritical branching process with immigration (see Appendix S1.2).
The establishment probability of the rescue type after the environmental change depends on 182 the dynamics of the wildtype. If the wildtype is lethal (s ab = −1), AB mutants are not broken 183 up by recombination and establish with probability p (AB) est ≈ 2s AB (Haldane, 1927) . If the 184 wildtype disappears slowly, with expected extinction time much larger than the typical estab- separated, we need a more refined approximation (see Appendix S1.2, Eq. (S1.29)): We derive 189 this approximation by treating the wildtype extinction time as a stochastic variable, whose dis- 
which needs to be averaged over the distribution of n AB . 
202
If the wildtype is lethal in the new environment (filled circles), recombination affects the prob-203 ability of rescue only via its effect on the standing genetic variation, and it is instructive to 204 consider this case first. In Appendix S3.1, we derive an approximation for rescue if we can treat 205 all genotype frequencies in the standing genetic variation deterministically (see Eq. (S3.4)); with 206 σ Ab = σ aB = σ and σ AB = (σ Ab +σ aB +σ Ab σ aB )+E 1 , and assuming that all selection coefficients 207 are small, we obtain:
From this, we can read off that for E 1 = 0 (no epistasis, Fig. 1A ), the rescue probability is 209 independent of recombination; for E 1 < 0 (negative epistasis, Fig. 1B ), it increases with r; and 210 for E 1 > 0 (positive epistasis, Fig. 1C ), it decreases with r. For r = 0, the rescue probability de-211 pends strongly on epistasis (P det
the rescue probability becomes independent of epistasis (P det rescue ≈ 1 − e −2s AB u 2 N 0 σ 2 ). This is 213 expected from deterministic theory: with no epistasis, the population is in linkage equilibrium 214 and recombination has no effect. Negative epistasis leads to negative linkage disequilibrium 215 (LD) and recombination is favorable since it increases the number of AB mutants. Vice versa, 216 positive epistasis leads to positive linkage disequilibrium and recombination is deleterious since 217 it decreases the number of AB mutants (Felsenstein, 1965) . For sufficiently strong recombi-nation, the population approaches linkage equilibrium irrespective of epistasis.
219
In Panels D-F, population size is smaller by two orders of magnitude. The growth rate of the 220 rescue genotype is two orders of magnitude larger such that s AB N 0 is the same as in Panels A- single mutants and the AB double mutants stochastically, using a two-type branching process, 258 to derive the rescue probability. This is necessary for a quantitatively precise approximation.
259
For a qualitative assessment of the relative importance of rescue pathways, it is sufficient to 260 stick to a simple deterministic treatment of all single mutant dynamics.
261
If the wildtype is either lethal or disappears sufficiently slowly, each single mutant has approx- tants that get newly generated during population decline ∼ uN 0 −s ab (assuming n ab ≈ K(1 + s ab ) t ).
267
Accordingly, the contribution from pathway (c) is larger than that from (b) if s ab > σ Ab .
268
In order to compare pathways (a) and (b), we compare the exponent of Eq. (8), assuming 269 σ Ab = σ aB , with the number of successful AB mutants issued from Ab mutants in the standing 270 genetic variation. If we assume a deterministic decay of the Ab mutants in the new environment, 271 n Ab (t) ≈n Ab (1+s Ab ) t , the latter is given by p 
where the first summand in the exponent accounts for pathway (b) and the second summand 278 for pathway (c), using that every single mutant leaves on average u −s Ab double mutant offspring.
279
If the wildtype is lethal ( Fig. 2A) , the contribution of route (b) to rescue is independent of 280 recombination, and recombination has an influence on rescue only via its effect on the number 281 of double mutants in the standing genetic variation (compare Fig. 2A with Fig. 1D ). If the 282 wildtype is viable (Fig. 2B) , recombination is deleterious after the environmental change (cf.
283 Fig. 1 ).
284
The more precise analysis in Appendix S3.2 extends to s Ab > 0. Then, rescue does not re-285 quire the generation of the double mutant. We discuss in the Appendix, when focussing on 286 establishment of type Ab is sufficient under these conditions. For our analysis, we consider two cases for the fitness scheme after the environmental change:
300
(1) negative epistasis with s Ab = s aB = s and s ab = −1 (i.e., the wildtype is lethal) and (2) 301 positive epistasis with s ab ≥ s Ab = s aB = s. Epistasis in the original environment is positive or 302 negative. For simplicity, we assume equal single-mutant fitnesses, σ Ab = σ aB = σ. Note that, 303 with this choice, we have n Ab (t) = n aB (t) for all times, as long as drift can be ignored.
304
Rescue from double mutants in the standing genetic variation can be evaluated as above In order to determine the total probability of evolutionary rescue, we need to add rescue from 307 double mutants that originate after the environmental change. These are generated at a time-308 dependent rate r n Ab (t)n aB (t)
+ u(n Ab (t) + n aB (t)) . In scenario (1), with n Ab (t) = n aB (t) and 309 N (t) = n Ab (t) + n aB (t) (which holds as long as the AB mutant is rare), this simplifies to on their way to extinction. Each of these double mutants establishes a permanent lineage with 315 probability 2s AB . The combination of these two rescue pathways -generation of the rescue 316 type by mutation or recombination after the environmental change -is hence given by
which increases with r. If epistasis is negative prior to the environmental change, recombination 318 is hence advantageous in both phases and P rescue increases with r ( Fig. 3A) . If, on the other hand, (8)). As can be seen from Eq. (10), the positive effect of recombination 323 levels off once r ≫ −s. In Fig. 3B , selection is stronger in the new environment (|s| ≪ |σ).
324
Moreover, P de-novo rescue is small for weak recombination, since the single mutants decay rapidly after ated after the environmental change does not take a simple form. However, it is still possible 332 to calculate it analytically, see Eq. (S3.37) and (S3.43a) in S3. Due to the presence of the 333 wildtype, the rate is much smaller than 1 2 . Moreover, recombination reduces the establishment 334 probability of the rescue mutant to p (AB) est ≈ 2 max [s AB − r, 0], rendering rescue impossible for 335 strong recombination. If epistasis is negative prior to the environmental change such that AB 336 mutants are underrepresented in the standing genetic variation without the aid of recombina-337 tion, we find that P rescue (r) displays an intermediate maximum ( Fig. 3C, and Fig. S3.3 ). If 338 epistasis is positive both in the old and in the new environment, deterministic theory predicts 339 that recombination is always harmful. However, in finite populations with a small number 340 of double mutants, recombination has a positive effect by attenuating the effect of drift (as 341 described for Scheme 1, Fig. 1) . As a consequence, P rescue displays a minimum and a maximum 342 in Panel D of Fig. 3 .
343
Scheme 4: Both single mutants have fitness greater than one 344 If single mutants have fitness greater than one, formation of the double mutant is not required 345 for rescue, but can still increase the rate of rescue if the double mutant is considerably fitter 346 than the single mutants. However, formation of the double mutant comes at the cost of losing 347 two single mutants. Keeping the single mutants intact can therefore be better for rescue than 348 generating the double mutant if the latter is only slightly fitter than the single mutants.
349
For simplicity, we consider scenario 1 from the previous section with lethal wildtype after the Fig. 4 : Probability of evolutionary rescue as a function of recombination. For s AB ≫ 2s, P rescue increases with recombination; for s AB = 2s, recombination has no effect on rescue; for s AB ≪ 2s, P rescue decreases with recombination. Parameter values: N 0 = 10 7 , u = 2 · 10 −6 , σ Ab = σ aB = −0.01, σ AB = −0.0199, s ab = −1, s Ab = s aB = 10 −4 ; empty circles: s AB = 5 · 10 −4 ≫ 2s; filled circles: s AB = 2 · 10 −4 = 2s; squares: s AB = 0.11 · 10 −4 ≪ 2s. The theoretical predictions are based on Eq. (S3.45) combined with Eq. (S3.1). Symbols denote simulation results. For the simulations, we consider the population as rescued if the total number of mutant genotypes has reached 20% carrying capacity. Each simulation point is the average of 10 5 replicates.
an intermediate minimum as a function of the wildtype fitness (see Fig. 5A ; cf. also Fig. S3.3) . 370 Indeed, we obtain a clear decrease in P rescue for almost the entire range of wildtype fitness 371 s ab , unless recombination is extremely weak. Only for very high wildtype fitness, approaching 372 viability (s ab = 1), P rescue steeply increases again (cf. Fig. 5A ).
373
Second, with recombination, single mutant types can act as an important buffer to environ-374 mental change, even if they are not able to rescue a population on their own. As a consequence, 375 two-step rescue does not need to be less likely than single-step rescue with a single locus and di-376 rect generation of the rescue type from the wildtype by a single mutation (see Fig. 5B ). Imagine 377 a situation where the wildtype is lethal in the new environment. Single-step rescue now relies 378 entirely on the rescue type individuals that are present at the time of environmental change. In 379 two-step rescue, single mutants might still be present in the new environment and can generate 380 the rescue mutant by mutation or recombination at a high rate. Even the number of double 381 mutants in the standing genetic variation can be higher for two-step than for single-step rescue 382 if the mutation rate is high or epistasis strongly positive (see Appendix S3.5 for more details). The analytical predictions are based on Eq. (S3.32) (for two-step rescue) and Eq. (S3.49) (for single-step rescue). Parameter values: u = 2 · 10 −6 , N 0 = 10 7 , σ Ab = σ aB = −0.01, σ AB = −0.1, s ab = −1, s Ab = s aB = −0.5, s AB = 0.002. Symbols denote simulation results. For Panel A, we consider a population as rescued when the number of double mutants has reached 20% carrying capacity (increasing the threshold to 30% did not change the results). Each simulation point is the average of 10 5 replicates. new environmental conditions is often contingent on allelic changes at more than one locus. frequencies in the standing genetic variation deterministically (Iwasa et al., 2003 (Iwasa et al., , 2004 . While
